THE ISLAMIC LAW ROUNDTABLE

What forms does the teaching of Islamic law take in different teaching environments? Teaching graduate or undergraduate students? Teaching law school or humanities students? And does the subject differ considerably based on whether the focus is Sunni or Shi’i law? Medieval or modern law? Join the discussion by Professors Sherman Jackson of the University of Southern California, Clark Lombardi of the University of Washington Law School, and Haider Hamoudi of Pittsburgh Law School, hosted by UCSB’s Kathleen Moore and Ahmad Atif Ahmad.

Thursday 2/18

3:00 pm EVC David Marshall Opening Remarks
3:30 pm Session I: Jackson & responses
5:30 pm Session II: Lombardi & responses

Santa Barbara Harbor Room

Friday 2/19

10:00 am Session III: Hamoudi & responses
2:00 pm Session III: Moore & responses
4:00 pm Session III: Ahmad & responses

University Center